
Project Engineer 
Full-time position 

Base location: New Delhi 
Reporting Line: CTO 

Start date: 1st May 2019 

About Oorja 
Oorja is a young and growing company based in New Delhi, tackling some of the most pressing challenges in 

the energy sector today – renewable energy expansion and rural electrification.  

We install smart solar mini-grids and community solar productive-use systems, through which we aim to 

improve quality of life by providing clean, reliable and affordable energy to low-income households, small 

businesses and marginal farmers. We currently operate in Uttar Pradesh, with plans for expansion to other 

relevant markets. We are a dynamic, driven and international team and are motivated by a desire to address 

energy poverty, bring about local economic development and combat climate change. 

Role Background 
Oorja is seeking an electrical engineer with 4-6 years’ experience in the renewable energy sector in India. 

The Project Engineer will report to the CTO and will oversee the complete design and implementation 

process for solar electrical systems, including off-grid and grid-tied solar rooftop systems, AC mini-grids and 
solar irrigation pumps. The role focuses on safe and efficient design, developing and executing efficient 

implementation processes, and initially overseeing operations and maintenance (O&M) and reporting. The 

Project Engineer will also be responsible for building capacity in the Engineering team and line management 

of junior technicians and operators for O&M of installed systems. The role involves frequent travel (up to 

60%) to urban and rural project sites to assess sites and oversee implementation.  

The Engineering team works to design, install and maintain off-grid and on-grid solar systems for small 

businesses and households, and off-grid community solar pumping systems for marginal farmers. It works in 

partnership with reputed suppliers, contractors, training institutes, local organisations and stakeholders to 

deliver maximum benefit to the end-user. 

Roles and Responsibilities 
The Project Engineer’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to:

 Oversee energy audits and techno-economic analyses; assess technical feasibility of sites

 Conduct load analysis after detailed survey to determine total energy requirement at sites; load

planning to devise demand-side management strategies

 Perform computer simulations for solar PV generation system performance or energy production

using CAD software

 Prepare generalised functional design of cost-effective solar PV generation, storage and distribution

systems (5-50 kWp), with a focus on safe and efficient installation and operation

 Develop standardised and customised modular designs for off-grid and on-grid electricity systems

(PV, diesel genset, battery, inverter capacity) for mini-grids, solar pumps and solar rooftop systems

 Prepare GFC drawings of the system design: create electrical single-line diagrams, panel schedules,

wiring schedules and connection diagrams for solar electric systems

 Prepare design drawings for transmission and distribution; calculate the length and gauge of wires



 Prepare the bill of materials and component specifications; budgeting for each component and full

project cost; prepare of exhaustive documentation related to solar projects

 Vendor and contractor selection and management: raise RFIs, datasheet review, quote evaluation,

negotiation, follow-up on orders, ensure on-time delivery and/or commissioning

 Validate components meet drawing standards and incorporating engineering orders

 Plan and execute end-to-end process for project implementation at selected sites: responsible for

land acquisition, permits and agreements; assist with customer acquisition and business

development for new solar projects

 Lead the implementation process for new solar mini-grid, solar pumping and solar rooftop projects

through to installation, testing and commissioning; prepare GANTT chart and monitor progress

 Procure electrical, mechanical and civil labour; oversee site management, discipline and safety;

supervise installation of electrical and electronic devices, testing and commissioning

 Post-installation inspections and MIS reporting: put in place an MIS reporting process, collect

relevant data and write weekly/monthly MIS reports for reporting to management

 Design and execute an efficient inventory management process; oversee warehousing and stores

 Support with building capacity in the Engineering team at ground level for O&M: recruit and train

junior technical staff, line management of operators and technicians

 Provide engineering support to local operations teams, in particular for O&M of installed systems;

work closely with Project Analyst for site auditing and system sizing

Qualifications 
*University degree in Engineering (preferably Electrical or Mechanical); advanced degree a plus

*Minimum 4 years of relevant professional experience in the solar energy sector in rural India

*Has played a leadership role in engineering, design or implementation of solar projects

*Technical knowledge of cost-effective sizing and design of solar electrical systems

*Expert knowledge of electrical system components including generation (solar PV, diesel), storage (lead 
acid batteries), conversion and control (MPPTs, rectifiers, inverters), power distribution, power 
monitoring (analogue meters, digital meters, smart/PAYG meters), and appliances (pumping systems, 
motors, refrigeration systems, etc.)

*Hands-on experience of implementation process for rural solar projects

*Intimate knowledge of occupational health and safety protocols for electrical installations

*Experience in relationship management and negotiation with suppliers, manufacturers and contractors

Competencies and Abilities 
*Good IT skills (Microsoft Office suite, notably Excel), including knowledge of computer-aided design

software (PVsyst, PV*SOL, etc.)

*Hands-on mechanical aptitude for practical implementation and troubleshooting of solar mini-grids and

solar powered appliances, including solar pumping systems

*Demonstrated ability to improve efficiency of operations, reduce capital requirements and positively

impact business growth

*Native Hindi; spoken and written command of English

*Experience managing junior technical staff

*Enterprising – creative problem solver with a technical mindset

*Attention to detail, rigour and accuracy, with a high level of integrity

*Self-confident, autonomous and reliable



Benefits 
 Ownership over diverse set of tasks with high level of responsibility

 You will join a dynamic, motivated and fast-growing team with excellent potential for your personal
growth and development

 Strong social and environmental impact of your work

Contact 
Dr. Clementine Chambon 

CTO, Oorja Development Solutions India Private Limited 

How to apply 
Please send your CV and cover letter to careers@oorjasolutions.org with the subject line “Project Engineer – 

Your Name”.  

More information about Oorja can be found at www.oorjasolutions.org.  

Apply by 
5th April 2019. 

http://www.oorjasolutions.org/



